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The unconscious is the most central discovery and contribution of Freud’s work 
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Freud’s first construction of the individual’s mental apparatus consisted of a 
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describes how in the 1920s Sigmund Freud’s conception of “the system 
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Freud’s references to defences were drawn together and categorised in 1936 by 
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Processes that provoke or enable reflection about group members’ associations 
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In Bion’s theory of thinking, thoughts have to be built up, constructed or linked?
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come to know something; life is a process of ‘coming to know’ for individuals and 
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Bion’s theories have been applied in the areas of family therapy, unstructured 
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What is critical here was Bion’s conception that the behaviours and statements 
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As discussed earlier, Bion’s attention returned to the treatment of the individual, 
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“being 40% outsourced is like being half pregnant, it doesn’t make sense … 
you can’t be half pregnant”D
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D/*'$/$"/$*)E5No one is really paying any attention to anything else, it’s 
highly volatile” DU< 3 0/$1 <9
E
“it just feels like anything could snap … our product promises carry so much 
$&). +++ *+ $3-)0&% %the business is on edge … there’*%&
reprise”DPW<. )$*-+-*0/()" -<9E
“I don’t really understand the basis for all the fuss, but$%$%+ *%*0
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Gand as tense as hell” DV<+-*0/()" -<9E
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“the problem with CBAA are the silos …”D
@RS<+-*% /()" -<
*)./-0/$*)E
“.-+&&*&$+ %&,++$555+0,*so many problems”D
@P<
. )$*-()" -DE<-*0/$*)E
“It’s not how we used to work … everything was integrated and smaller“D
@
R<<-*"-()" ( )/E
“CBAA is much more manageable now with fewer voices at the table … we 
can think about where we’re & %3%&+!,*+)++&%#**')&#$* %+
past”D
@R<<-*"-()" ( )/E
“I’m still working out how I work in this new arrangement of teams” D
@OQ<
-#$/ /<-#$/ /0- E
“the old silos were bad, these are no different”D
@OV<+')) -<-*"-(
)" ( )/E
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OTV




“what we’re doing makes sense, good professional practice … not antiquated 
and outdated. … this should work but there are a lot of old habits”D
@QR<
()" -<-#$/ /0- E
“I liked the old way of working, you got to work across all parts of 
development … we all pitched in”D
@RV</ #)$' .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
“there is too m,+&&+&&6ordinate each system’s progress … too much 
)'&)+ %5We used to do a lot face to face … a bit risky but it usually 
.&)"”D
@SN<<*)./-0/$*)E
“I’m not sure I really remember how bad it used to be, but now it is very 
inflexible … lot*&)'&)+*3#&+*&$+ %5)&)$$)*)$%++&
able to be redeployed to other systems … it just doesn’t happen, it really 
can’t happen” D
@QV?()" -< ./$)"E
-/$$+)/. .-$ .$'*.$)$)/ -(.*!
 1 '*+( )/!0)/$*).?# 4
2 - .  ).+-*' (/*(*./2*-&@/.&.?# ) 2.$'*.2 - +*$)/.*!
-$"$$/4?At their worst they were ‘turf’ that people clung to or used to control 
*/# -.?
 2 -./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 '$1 -4< '$ 1 0. 4/# *'.$'*.?
Staff with longer experience in TPT’s IS areas were aware of both the old ‘system 
based’RQsilos and the new silos based on ‘IS function’RR?# 4.  ( /**)'4
/#$)&*0//# $-+-*' (. 3+ -$ ) 2$/#/# ) 2.$'*.?# 4++ - /*
(& )*'$)&./*/# +./+-*' (.*!/# *'.$'*.=#$./*-42.'*./< 1 )!*-
+ *+' &  )'4$)1*'1 $)$/?
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same questions”  D
@Q<<*)./-0/$*)E
“they all want the same report, but all in different formats … it’s ridiculous”  
D
@RW<<*)./-0/$*)E
“I don’t know who to listen to anymore, my project manager says do this, 
+)#*$%)*0**&$+ %#* *+') &) +03%+&$ %
manager wants to make sure we don’t damage call rating for other 
products” D
@RV< .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
“too many new roles, too many people wanting too much from us … they 
don’t seem to know yet why they want it all”  D
@RS<<*)./-0/$*)E
“it’s getting very messy, we have a lot to sort out still, hopefully it will start 
working better sooner”  D
@PS<< ./$)"E
“people are having a time getting used to us and what we need from them” 
D
@QU<< ' . )" ( )/E
“I’m not sure I can keep managi%>@=)'&)+*."5) **&$,
-&#,$& %&)$+ &%++
have to control the flow of … to&$%0
decisions too” D
@RT<< ' . )" ( )/E
“t) *%&&+).0+&& +5)#**+&$%3 + *+$&*+
 $'&)+%++ %.oordinate here”D
@QW<< ' . )" ( )/E
“I’m not actually sure who does what anymore in bringing +*&+.)
together … and what’s worse, I don’t think %0&%#*&*either”  D
@QV<
()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
# *(+' 3$/4*!/# )0( -*!.4./ (.<.4./ ($)/ -! .<2*-&@"-*0+.<)

!0)/$*)./#/#/*()" <!$) '4*@*-$)/ <)(*/$1/ /**@
*+ -/ $)*- -/* '$1 -.4./ (#)" ./*/# 0.$) ..2. )*-(*0.?# 
2*-&@.4./ (#/*($)/$)*- -$)$/.2*-&+-* ..<$)/# / #)$'$)/ "-$/4
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OUN
2$/#$)) /2  )$)!*-(/$*).4./ (.) '$1 -/$( '4<*./ !! /$1 
.4./ (#)" ./*.0++*-/) 20.$) ..$)$/$/$1 .?++ )$3T .-$ .
CBAA’s*-")$./$*)'#)" !-*(#*-$5*)/'*-")$./$*)<*!. +-/ 2*-&@
"-*0+.!*- #*!/# OQN.4./ (.</*1 -/$'*-")$./$*)*!
!0)/$*).?
$/#/#$.#)" ( /2*) 2-*' .</#/*!- ' . ()" -)*!*($)
()" -?# . .+ $'$. -*' .2 -  .$") /***-$)/ $(+*-/)/.+ /.
*!/# *(+' 3$/4*!?# - ' . ()" --*' - .. /# *(+' 3$/$ .
*!*@*-$)/$)"/# /$( '4 '$1 -4*!.*!/2- - ' . .< #*!OPS<NNN+ -.*)
4. !!*-/<2$/#/# - ,0$.$/ *- -- ,0$- $)/# 2*-&@/.&.<*((0)$/$*).<
) $.$*)(&$)"?# *($)()" --*' // ) /*/# *(+' 3$/$ .*!
/# / #)$'$)/ "-$/4*!.4./ (.*1 -/$( D()4- ' . .E$).0++*-/$)"/# 
0.$) ..+-* .. .*!$''$)"</$1/$*))..0-) <!0)( )/'/*''
+-*0/.?
#  $.$*)/*()" /# . *(+' 3$/$ .4$)/-*0$)") 2-*' .)
 ./'$.#$)") 2/.&. - '/$*). /2  )/#  3$./$)"-*' .)/# ) 2
-*' .<2..  )4()4./!!.) 2'4 -*!()" ( )/?#$.$)- . /# 
$)/ -/$*). /2  )-*' ..$")$!$)/'4?# ) 2()" ( )//.&.2 - )*/
.*- $)/* 3$./$)"-*' .?#$.2*0'#1 & +/- '/$*)')$)/ -/$*)
*(+' 3$/4!$-'4) 0/-'2#$'./$)- .$)"/# *(+' 3$/4*!/#*. ()" ( )/
-*' .=+*..$'4 4*)2#/.&$'' $)$1$0'*0'*+ 2$/#?-*(/# /
*1 </# *(+' 3$/4*!/# 2*-&@.4./ (2.-(/$''4$)- . 4/# . 
) 2-*' .?..  )$)/# ,0*/ .*1 <+ *+'  .-$ /# $- 3+ -$ ) *!/# 
+-*'$! -/$*)*!-*' .$)/# 2*-&@.4./ (.*1 -2# '($)"?# . ) 2-*' .
$( /*$)- . *-")$./$*)'- .+*).$1 ) ../*
2*-&*(+' 3$/4)/*
- ..0.$) ..0)$/.’ ().!*-$)- . 
+ -!*-() ?
# ) 2-*' . (  !0'// (+'/ 2$/#$)/# 2*-&@.4./ (?// -).*!
*-")$./$*)2 - ($--*- -*../#  )/ -+-$. )++ - /* - /$1 
))*//#*0"#//#-*0"#*- .$") !*- #'*'. //$)")$/.)  .?# 
*)./-0/$*)"-*0+$)/-*0 ) 2-*' </# D#)"  ,0 ./
2) -E?
/2./*+-*1$ '$$.*) /2  )/# *)./-0/$*)"-*0+)''*/# -
2*-&@"-*0+.)/# - ' . ()" -.?'')*)@()" ( )/D/ #)$'E
$)/ -/$*).2 - /*"*/#-*0"#/# ?
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OUO
“we introduced the role to be a cent)#'& %+&&%++&)+&%*+),+ &%
group … to stop everyone else distracting the design and programming 
teams” D
@OT<<*)./-0/$*)E
“the role works like a mini BUIG for the coding for each release”D
@ON<
()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
 *+'  .-$ /# 0+'$/$*)*!/$1$/4-*..)-*' .?)" -.
)/ ('  -.*!/# *)./-0/$*)"-*0+DSNNYE./!!2 - )*'*)" -- ,0$- 
/*()" /# *0)-4$)/ -/$*).2$/# ' . )" ( )/"-*0+*-
0)/$*)' .$")?#$.#/#  !! /*!- 0$)"/0-0' ) 2$/#$)/# 
*)./-0/$*)"-*0+0/-$.$)"/ ).$*).$)*/# -2*-&@"-*0+.)- 0 /# 
.+  )- .+*).$1 ) ..*!.*!/2-  '$1 -4?#$.- @*-")$./$*)*!
*)./-0/$*).  ( /*($--*-=$/2.1 -4$) !!$$ )/?
“it is so much harder to get things done now, we can’t easily speak to 
&##,*.%.&)" %.##. +3 +%+"0*+&+
response through a CRO … and when they get sick and don’t come in, work 
stops there until they’re back5It is terribly inefficient” D
@OQ<-#$/ /<9E
“we are trying not to get too angry about this, but it is all going to shit”D
@
OV<+')) -<-*"-()" ( )/E
“they’re not very experienced people in the role, so they are making wrong 
!,$%+*&,+') &) + *%**+&+/') %-#&')*##+
time”D
@QW<- ' . ()" -< ' . )" ( )/E

/2.'.*+-*+*. /*++'4.$($'-/ (+'/ /*()"$)"0.$) ..$)$/$/$1 .
-*../# 2#*' *!9
<2# - 
#.*!/2- #)" .$)(*- /#)*) 

 +-/( )/RS?# +-*+*.'- *(( ) 0.$) ..
)$/$/$1 )" -.<2#*
2 - /**+ -/ 2$/#$) #
 +-/( )/D)*/# -.E)!*''*2
+-*"- ..*)2#*' @*!@0.$) ..@$)$/$/$1 .$.?# +-*+*.'2.)*/
$(+' ( )/  !*- 9
2.$.) ?

/$.+*..$' /*.*'1 +-*' (...*$/ 2$/#/# $)/ -/$*). /2  )"-*0+.
4$)- .$)"/# *(+' 3$/4*!/# )0( -*!$)/ -/$)"-*' . /2  )"-*0+.
D$? ?$)- .$)"/# )0( -*!/4+ .*!-*' .$)/# 2*-&@.4./ (E*-4$)- .$)"




2.'$") /*0.$) ..+-*"-(<.0#.0./*( -- DE<) /2*-&.<
 )/ -+-$. . -1$ .<(*$' .
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OUP
 !! /$1 ) ..*! 3$./$)"-*' .2.*).$ - *-)*/2.0)' -?# !*-( -
*+/$*)2./& )0+<2# - ) 2-*' .2 - - / !*-/# - .*'1$)"+-*' (.*!
*(+' 3$)/ -/$*) /2  )"-*0+.?*/#++-*# .$)- . 2*-&@.4./ (
*(+' 3$/4$)$!! - )/24.?
)- .$)"-*' /4+ .$)- . /# *)!0.$*)
2$/#$)/# 2*-&@.4./ (<*)/-$0/$)"/*.*!/2-  '$1 -4 '4.?

=3>393; 	)&,%) *+.%)&,'*
“we have issues we are unable to resolve but we’lltry until the deadline … if 
we involve them they will just be critical of us … They are too busy to attend 
the review let alone start this work on time” D
@OP<<9E
“.&,#++ %+&"%&.+* %%&.. #+0 % * +%.
 % *&,),))%+work … it doesn’t happen … the design is%&+,0+&)
delivery, even if it would help us” D
@RV< .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
“they are late and we are being delayed … do you think they care if it makes 
&,).&)" $'&** #6no” D
@PN<-#$/ /<9E
“there is not a lot of trust, and with good reason5* %)*-%
-)0)** -+&.)*+%#0*+*&%$%0&* &%*3*' ++
,* %**%&+')&-  %,*the necessary information about a change”D
@QR<
()" -<9E
“I know they have probl$*. ++,* %**3,++0&#-)0+ % %
their fortress until it is all worked out … problem is they might never work it 
out and we still have construction deadlines”D
@RS<<*)./-0/$*)E
# *0)-$ . /2  )"-*0+.*!/ ).  ( *+ )0/$)+-/$ 2 - )*/?
 *+' - +*-/ /#/+-* 0- .)+-* .. .+- .-$ )*+ )) ..*!
$)!*-(/$*)!'*2)+-/$$+/$*)-*../# *0)-$ . /2  )"-*0+.?)4
'.*- +*-/ /#//# - 2.$)+-/$ 1 -4' - (-/$*)$)/# 
2*-&!'*2. /2  )/# & 4
!0)/$*)'"-*0+.?1 -.-$'- '/$*).2 - 
 .-$  /2  )!0)/$*)'"-*0+.//$( .?
)+-/$ <*0)-$ .2 - 
'*. 0)/$'/# 2*-&@/.&)$/.*0/*( .2 - !$)$.# ?#$.) /#*0"#/*!
as a ‘hard boundary’-/# -/#)/-).+- )/<+ -( ' *0)-4?
# *0)-$ . /2  )& 4
!0)/$*)'- .2 - 0.0''41 -4/$"#/'4
*)/-*'' ? *+' 2 - *) -) *0//# + - +/$*)*!/# $- '$1 -' ?
# 4// (+/ /**)/-*' ../*/#  '$1 -' 0)/$'$/2.*(+' / <
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OUQ
 .+ $''4$!/# $-''*// /$( #  )*(+-*($. *-/# 4$)*/" //# 
)  ..-4$)+0/!-*(0.$) .."-*0+.?!/ )/# 42 - !*- 4()" ( )//*
+-*1$ *0( )/.$)$)*(+' / !*-(/*/# ) 3/"-*0+?# - 2.1 -4'$($/ 
2$''$)") ..<$)/# )*-('*0-. *!2*-&</*''*2./!!!-*(*/# -"-*0+. -'4
 ../*2*-&@$)@+-*"- ..?# )/#$.#  )''*2 </# - 2.#$./*-4*!
-$/$$.()""- ..$1 //&*)/# 2*-&@"-*0+*1 -$..0 .*!$)*(+' / ) ..<
()4*!2#$#/# 4#)*/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“I’m forever working on initiatives for the boss …”  D
@QV<()" -<
*)./-0/$*)E
“I get back to my office about 4 or 5 most days …it’s then I have time for the 
staff and their progress, but I have all my email to get through too … so not 
much time with the staff”D
@RW<<*)./-0/$*)E




“e’s never here … it’s a good thing we know what we’re doing”D
@Q<<
*)./-0/$*)E
“+)’s alwaysthings we don’t know how to handle, they can wait weeks 
&)D/# $-()" -Egets to them … or to eve%)# *+0)
important” D
@RV< .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
“sometimes there are situations no one is sure how he D/# $-()" -E
would want it dealt with, issues with other groups we work with … and he’s 
not here for days and days”D
@PR<+-*"-(( -<*)./-0/$*)E
-*(0./*( -.>
“*o often the managers are not there … and their teams don’t seem to know 
where they are either” D
@RP< 3 0/$1 <9

E
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OUR
“it can be weeks sometimes before I get an appointment with some system’s 
')&!+$%)3+0*0they’re off on other projects for their MD … not 
sure I believe it really”D
@PW<. )$*-+-*0/()" -<9E
$' ()" -.2 - 1 -4*!/ ). )/!-*(/# $-2*-&@"-*0+.?/!!2 - ' !/
to get on with their group’s operational work tasks without .0++*-/*-*)"*$)"
$- /$*)!-*(/# $-()" -?# . ($' ()" -.2 - $)1*'1 2$/# 3/-
/.&. 4*)/#*. *!/# $-2*-&@"-*0+?# $-. )$*-()" -*-/# 
..$") /# .  3/-/.&.?# 40.0''4$)1*'1 +-* ..),0'$/4
$(+-*1 ( )/<#0()- .*0- +'))$)"/.&.*-.*( - .*0-  1 '*+( )/
/$1$/4?# . 2 - /.&./#/2 - )*/./!!  0. /#  )/ -+-$. 2$/#- 2
.+ $'$./	)!$)) ./!!!-*(0.$) ..0)$/.'$& 9
?
# . */# -+-*% /.$)1*'1 2*-&$)"2$/#+  -.<()" -.!-*(*/# -2*-&@
"-*0+.- +*-/$)"/*/# .( . )$*-()" -?# 42 - + - $1 /* 
reward or recognition of the manager’s potential?-/$$+/$*)$)/# . .(''
#*/ (.*!()" -.2.)$)$/*-*!()" -’../*&.-$.$)"?
/!! .-$ !  '$)" $)"' !/'*) *ing the ‘real work’?# +// -)*!
()" -.' 1$)"/# $-2*-&@"-*0+2#$'.//# 4 )"" $)/.&.$)/# -* -
.4./ (2..  )/''' 1 '.$)/# *-")$./$*)./-0/0- ?

=3>393= +)**
“… you don’t get credit for being stressed here … most people don’t want to 
know. … They’re stressed too and just getting by …” D
@QP<()" -<
 ./$)"E
“our work is under a lot of time pressure … from the business, other groups, 
management, release managers … everybody wants some+ %0*+)0
and it’s all important”D
@OW<<*)./-0/$*)E
“there is a lot of moving parts, the systems are so damned complex and 
there are hundreds of interfaces … it’s like unravelling a plate of spaghetti”
D
@W<<9E
“we’re so busy and there never seems to be a break. … have you seen how 
much we cost each year, hundreds of millions … that’d make anyone edgy”
D
@RT<- ' . ()" -< ' . )" ( )/E
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OUS
# - 2 - ()4''0.$*)./*./- ..<.$($'-/*/#*. *1 <$)/# $)/ -1$ 2
/?
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 .*!./- ....*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/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“they D()" ( )/Eexpect us to come up with a solution … they don’t care 
)##0.++*&#,+ &% **&#&%* +.&)"*%%&% %+
delivery window”D
@PR<+-*"-(( -<*)./-0/$*)E
“we have to meet the deadline, somehow5And if we don’t, well, looking lik
we have will do most times”D
@RS<<*)./-0/$*)E
“they D#$./ (E-+&*&#-+ * $'**3+&&$, *, # %,' %
 +5It could cause the release to slip” D
@OP<<9E
“we have to deliver this, we have no choice … we have to get it there0+
due date”D
@OU<<9E
“at times you can’t push back on the business …their expectations can’t be 
tempered” D
@PO<<E
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OUT
# ()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!!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 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)4./!!E<*)'4()" -.
!*0. *)/#  '$1 -4*!/# 2*-&@+-*0/?
“we were at breaking strain over this”D
@ON<()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
“the team only just held it together” D
@RN<()" -< ./$)"E
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“I don’t really know what other groups actually do, beyond broad terms … 
.)*&&,*&%!,*+++ing through the testing here”D
@QP<()" -<
 ./$)"E
“we know what CBAA does, we know what we do, we know what we pass on 
%.+.%+&) -5Other than that … not much … not much more 
is important”D
@RW<<*)./-0/$*)E
“it’s nice to know th ' +,)3,++$ %+ % *.+ *''% %
)&)+ *)#*%+%/+%+%/+5What we have to do”D
@PU<
()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
“what other groups do and don’t do is usually a cause fo)' %% *$03
*&,%#** ++*,* +*++)%&+to know”D
@RN<()" -< ./$)"E
“I suppose it’s like our systems, you only pay attention to things you have to 
 %+). +D*/# -"-*0+.E“D
@QV</ ./()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
“they’re the cause of our problems, why I’m working overtime most% +*
and weekends for the next six weeks … just like in the last release too”D
@RQ<
/ ./ -<*)./-0/$*)E
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+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
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“they’re such a good group”D
@RQ</ ./ -< ./$)"E
“they try to get the best out of us for the company”D
@OV<+')) -<-*"-(
)" ( )/E
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)/# ( . 
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" OUV
“it’d be great to be up there too … one day … it’*&%#0&,'#&')&$&+ &%*
away”D
@RW<<*)./-0/$*)E
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.'' ‘the CBAA Council’ (CC)?
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“I’ve never met  $DE<*)'4.  )#$($)/# $./) /,0-/ -'4
briefings”D
@QV</ ./()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
“you hear some dreadful stories about him”D
@RV< .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
“he’s never walked around here, I don’t think any of us have seen him”D
@RS<
<*)./-0/$*)E
“they say he’s not someone you want to disappoint … he drives people pre++0
hard”D
@OQ<-#$/ /<9E
“no, I’ve never had to work for him or interact with him … the managers 
that do seem worn down by it though”D
@S<<9E
*./( ( -.#)*/( //# $-?# 4($"#/#1 .  )#$(/
 +-/( )/-$ !$)"<0/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1 <) 1 -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' /*($)"' 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(  //# /-**+.?They usually heard his ‘message’ second hand, but directly 
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' %'
“nobody likes to give bad news, it’s seen as not being proactive, not finding a 
solution first to your problem before flagging it”D
@RT<- ' . ()" -<
 ' . )" ( )/E
“managers just do not want to hear bad news … it can be career ending”D
@
OQ<-#$/ /<-#$/ /0- E
“one manager found the explanation for why we are always so over budget5
He was virtually sacked on the spot … ,+ ++,)%&,++&+),3*&"'+
 *!&3,+ *)) *finished”D
@QN<()" -<
E
)4()" -.)./!!expressed an unwillingness to give ‘bad news’, fearing 
/#//# 42*0' '( !*-$/<!*-)*/!$3$)"$/*-!*-)*/)*/$!4$)"/# $-
()" - -'$ ->it was ‘no win’?Managers had been harshly criticised for ‘bad 
news’?Many preferred to place a ‘positive spin’ on issues, recognising this often 
"1 /# 2-*)"$(+- ..$*)*!/# .//0.*!+$  *!2*-&*-)$..0 ?
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OVN
“you never lie, but0&,$'* *what is going well, to schedule … and you 
work like hell to find a solution to the things not going well”D
@PR<
+-*"-(( -<*)./-0/$*)E
“I don’t know if theyD 3 0/$1 ()" ( )/Erealise I give them a ‘rosy’ 
take on progress … I think o+)'&'#& ++&&5I don’t even know if what 
my teams tell me is how it really is … it’s probably not”D
@RW<<
*)./-0/$*)E
“I don’t want the hours in their office and the criticism for being frank about 
our risks and problems” D
@W<<-#$/ /0- E
/!! .-$ 0)2$''$)") ..4/# $-()" -./*- +- . )/)*((0)$/ 
/*(*- . )$*-()" ( )//# $..0 ./#/2 - 0.$)"+-*' (.!*-/# $-
2*-&@"-*0+?# 4 '$ 1 /# ()" -+- ! -- /*' 1 $/)#*+ $/*0'
 - .*'1 -/# -/#)-$.& $)")*/$ ..*( *) 2#*-$. . -$*0.
+-*' (.2$/#*0/#1$)".*'0/$*)?
/2..$!+ *+' 2 - - 2- !*-/# 
amount of ‘bad news’ held back, as though this reflected an ability to deal 
effectively with the issues behind the ‘bad news’?!/ )/# -* -2*-&+'*/
#)" <.*/#/2*-&@"-*0+’s ‘bad news’ went away naturally or could be 
//-$0/ /*) 2+-*' (!-*()*/# -+-/*!/# 2*-&@.4./ (<.*/# 
 '$ -/ < -'$ -#*'$)"&2 )/0))*/$ ?

=3>39399 &$$,% + &%&.%
“I’d like to know how many of the staff actually ‘get’D0) -./)E
briefing, and how many get the same briefing I gave to my reports …” D
@OT<
<*)./-0/$*)E
“I get as upset as the staff about these ridiculous messages the MD makes to 
,* %**,% +*… doesn’t he know we can’t'&** #0do it”D
@RS<<
*)./-0/$*)E
“they have to know we can’t do what they promised … it seems like they’re 
trying to kill us, it happens so often”D
@PU<()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
“they D
()" ( )/E.) ++(,*3.e have to pay them, it’s crap”D
@
V<<-*0/$*)E
“how do you make sense of this to your staff, especially when they’ve been 
working weekends for months already”D
@QP<()" -< ./$)"E
#+/ -S  /-0/0- .)/# ( . 
" OVO
()" ( )/( /2*& 4/4+ .*!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!!?# !$-./2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$- 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/2 - +*'$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- ' 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0.$) ..0)$/ 3 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* ( .." 
/*/# (<+-/$0'-'4-*0)- ' .  '$1 -4/ .).*+ ? .." .*!
$)/ -)' +-/( )/+*'$42 - '.**)!0.$)"/*./!!?)" ( )/.// ( )/.
'$& <
“our staff are our highest asset, all must be respected … we)&$$ ++
+&#+0.&)"6life balance for all staff” D@@PUE
*)/-./ 2$/#
“we are redoubling efforts to deliver all release items that are  %
schedule”D@@RTE
*-
“find another solution, you have two days, it just has to work”D@@OUE
*)/-./ 2$/#
“in CBAA we are committed to developing high quality software … software 
that provides a well architected base for future extensions” D@@QOE
# . 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" -.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/# content of the leadership’s messages, and allowed their own opinions and 
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)"$// /#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*/# -"-*0+.*. -1 ?#$.2*-&@group’s manager reinterpreted the 
#+/ -S  /-0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)/# ( . 
" OVP
leadership’s messages, contextualising them to a meaning consistent with the 
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“we’ve got the answer, let’s move on … let’s get on with it”D
@Q<<
-#$/ /0- E
“the first’s the best”D
@QP<()" -< ./$)"E
“… now, got to be now, correct and concise … they’re D.0+ -$*-.E#)0
impatient … and angry at anything less …”D
@RS<<*)./-0/$*)E
“it’s more about not getting further behind, it can be really tense … solutions 
&+%+"#&++& %5So we usually take the first reasonable one”D
@RV<
 .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
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“+hey don’t always work out”D
@RV< .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
“there can be a lot of pressure …they D()" ( )/E) $'+ %+3.+
impatient too and make stupid mistakes”D
@OW<<*)./-0/$*)E
People described impatience with the process of getting to ‘the answer’ for a 
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we haven’t … I know of three people in similar roles … well regarded … with 
the kind of experience we need … that have left CBAA last week, contracts 
.),'5Why didn’t theyD()" ( )/Emove them here … they wanted to 
renew …” D
@PN<)'4./<9E
“I got told I will be trained for this new role, all the skills I will need for it. … 
I put forward training courses … consistent with my PDR. …I got told ‘no … 
+) *%&time … more important things … you’ll learn as yougo along’ …” 
D
@PR<+-*"-(( -<*)./-0/$*)E
“We agreed we’d produce this for the business … and give it to them … I’ve 
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dissonance in management’s actions, decisions, or commitment was very 
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“ I didn’t do what they accused me of, it was the REPS development team 
that made that error” D
@RS<<*)./-0/$*)E
“some people just don’t get on, it disrupts and bottlenecks work…their 
personalities clash” D
@RU<()" -<9E
“I know my manager doesn’t like me … the things he says … and I don’t 
really like him either”D
@PR<+-*"-(( -<*)./-0/$*)E
“there is still a lot of dead wood here … individuals who don’t deliver … I 
,ss we’ll eventually be able to move them on”D
@OT<<*)./-0/$*)E
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“this is an ongoing problem, it is impossible for us, we can’t manage with 
+ *&%*#,+3+0D/# 0.$) ..Eshould be more focused”D
@S<<9E
“the business is a problem, they change their mind and don’t accept the 
problems and mess it makes for us”D
@PN<)'4./<9E
“the business have every right to expect this, but it is just not possible to 
always do what they want”D
@PT<< ' . )" ( )/E
“they push, push, push … change their mind and never say thanks for fixing 
their mess”D
@SN<<*)./-0/$*)E
“I know my people are rude and unreasonable at times, it’s unfortunate and 
shouldn’t happen … there is a lot they want and often they get so little”D
@O<
 3 0/$1 <9E
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“We Deliver on Time”D
@PO<<E
#$.( .." 2 )/*0//*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''*/# -
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“they D()" ( )/Eexpect us to do the impossible … we do so much 
overtime to try to deliver”D
@PT<+')) -<-*"-()" ( )/E
“when we’ve just about given up they roll it out,  we deliver we deliver … 
well we can’t always, it nearly kills people” D
@RQ</ ./ -< ./$)"E
“trying to pacify the business doesn’t work, they just feel more justified in 
their endless demands for faster solutions”D
@PO<<E
“I’ve spent too many weekends here, away from my family … it’s the same 
)#*3 +oesn’t get better”D
@RQ</ ./ -< ./$)"E
“I know we can’t always ‘deliver on time’ but I still feel the pressure, the 
burden of it all”D
@RN<()" -< ./$)"E
“it’s a lie that we can never measure up to and never get away from”D
@QU<
< ' . )" ( )/E
“it’s really an’t , #%0+ %+6##DE” D
@SP<-#$/ /<9E
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“it’s frightening where this will end”D
@OV<+')) -<-*"-()" ( )/E




“… now, got to be now … they’reD.0+ -$*-.Ealready impatient … and angry 
at anything less …” D
@RS<<*)./-0/$*)E
“yeah it makes them D+-*0/()" -.Eangry” D
@PR<< ' . 
)" ( )/E
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“our proposal was smart … it was very disappointing it never got 
progressed”D@@OT<<*)./-0/$*)E
“it was a huge let down to be moved off the project”D
@RW<<
*)./-0/$*)E
“it gets really sad here sometimes”D
@Q<<*)./-0/$*)E
	/ 
“they D/# 0.$) ..Ehate us, there’s not doubt about it”D
@RV< .$") -<
*)./-0/$*)E
“I hate the way my team gets treated”D
@QP<)" -< ./$)"E
“there are times when I hate what I’m doing … and some of the users too … I 
know I’m not alone”D
@OQ<-#$/ /<9E
0$'/
“the release failed because we couldn’t get the design working”D
@RV<
 .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
“we let everyone down by not finding those bugs”D
@RQ</ ./ -< ./$)"E
“we had no room in the release for the product, but it was so important to 
the business”D
@R<<-*"-()" ( )/E
“the document was so very late …we couldn’t have done better … it hurts to
fail”D
@RW<<*)./-0/$*)E
“I feel like it’s my fault … and I feel bad”D
@PR<+-*"-(( -<*)./-0/$*)E
“it is actually their (architecture group) fault, they should feel bad about it”
D
@QP</ ./()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
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“it’s impossible, they need two completely different systems … we can’t do 
this”D@@UU<)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!!Ejust don’t give up … the same line that they know goes 
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“it’s infuriating going around and around the same c )#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 %
and again”D@@VO<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“it wastes everyone’s time … yet they won’t tell their bosses it’s stuck and 
can’t be solved”D@@VO<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“I can’t stay here, this is wasting my life”D@@VO<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“they DEcan’t solve their impasse but they won’t be seen to be the 
)&#&" +)5& +D
2*-&Eproceeds as if it is clear … which is not the 
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)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and anxieties driving the BU’s behaviours.
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“it can’t be supported on this technology, nothing can make the data access 
- #*&)+&$** -%*+&’///’%‘000’core systems … that’ll never 
''%BE”D@@ST< .$") -<*)./-0/$*)E
“I can see how they D/# -#$/ /.E+&,+ +.&,#.&)"3.!,*+&+ +
wrong by a factor of 100”D@@SS<()" -<9E
“this has to be stopped, we’re just wasting resources”D@@ST<<
*)./-0/$*)E
# - 2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apparent that the BI’s problems had become even more pronounc $)/# 
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/$*)+#. <2#$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) 3/-/$.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D()" -9E “so did you discuss it7”
D9E  “what”
D()" -9E “you know, the ‘new market BI')&!+’3+‘problem’ ”
* #%
D9E  “no …”
D()" -9E “why not7”
* #%
D9E “well they’re scared of talking about it … He’ll be 
,) &,*D9
E…and the business, it’ll be off the 
charts”
D()" -9E “why not you?”
D9E “ you’re kidding right” 
“well … you know … it’s not my project, it’s not my 
 )+)%&.3. % *&,))*'&%*  # +0. +
requirements”
D()" -9E “yeah”
D9E “you know it’s just too big to think about … it’d be a 
))% %$**”
D()" -9E “like when Ray told them why the releases were 
costing nearly double the estimates”
D9E  “yep, only probably worse”
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“we’ve taken that risk t&&&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%%* +6%%&) +”
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“if they D
()" ( )/Ewant the process followed ‘to the letter’ they -
+&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%es” D@@PW<' 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/$*)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“as it stands we don’t know what the business wants, it should have been 
resolved but it hasn’t … it’s a wasted effort if we get it wrong”D@@PW<
 .$") -<!0)/$*)'@ .$")@E
“if we get it wrong it m0%&+' ",',%+ # +*&%# -3+%+
consequences would be awful”D@@PW< .$") -<!0)/$*)'@ .$")@E
“yeah, I’ve told you not to work on things that are unclear … from onhigh” 
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/$*)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“the business people who know the product have moved onto other products 
whilst the solution is built, they’re no+available to get back to this now”
D@@SP<()" -<- ,0$- ( )/.@E
“more likely they don’t know what to tell us”D@@SP<)'4./<
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“well have you got a solution yet”D()" -<9E
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.*! ! ) . 
" PNV
“no, that’s why we are meeting and you are both here”D<- ,0$- ( )/.@
E
“we’re still stuck … we’re just burning time … and it’s well past a+ %
morale, people can’t believe this can’t be solved by you guys D

management)”D<!0)/$*)'@ .$")@E
“same with us”D<- ,0$- ( )/.@E
“well we don’t have an answer, you D- ,0$- ( )/.E-+&*&)+ +&,+3
it’s your job”D()" -<9E
“yes, we can’t … we’ve tried and we can’t … it’s your job D./-/$)"/*4 ''E”
D()" -<*)./-0/$*)E
“but we can’t”D<- ,0$- ( )/.@E
“but you have to … sort it out,D./-/$)"/*4 ''E / +,'3$" +.&)"3+ +
done … D4 ''$)"Enow, now, now …*+&'&# %+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“D4 ''$)"Emake it work, now … deliver … just deliver”D()" -<
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“so what can we do?”D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“#ook, its not them, it’s the architects who lay out the overall design, they got 
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“ t’s wrong, this is a shit solution and we’ll have to maintain it … for-)5
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don’t want this5Do you?  Let’s get it done right” D )$*- .$") -E
“+hey’ll have to do it then, we’ll have to sort them out” D-*"-(( -OE
“ut we’ll have to get Tony(their manager’s manager)&%&). ++ *” 
D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“0ou know he’s sick of their (’s) crap too” D )$*- .$") -E
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“some behaviours are completely unacceptable”D
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“people don’t come to work to face angry colleagues”D
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“nup, ya can’t be angry … not okay”D
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“I’ve never thought about it that way … +))&$$&%#$%+*+&
many of our issues that we step over … perhaps we’re just grateful the 
problem is fixed and we are onto the next issue”D@@R<< ./$)"E
“we do that … I thought it was efficient … not about what doesn’t get 
learned”D@@R<()" -TU<9E
“I don’t even think about doing it, it’s just how we operate … but I get 
annoyed when others do it and I am out of the loop … what I missed and 
what I wanted to contribute”D@@R<< ./$)"E
“we could agree to do it differently in the council, I wonder if we could”D@
@R<< ./$)"E3
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“the rolesD*($)()" -Eweren’t there to begin with … many PMs were 
worried about how it would all hang together”D
@R<<-*"-(
)" ( )/E
“there was a realconcern about the functional quality …* +) ++*
and strategy people couldn’t provide oversight and direction”D
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9E
“now people complain about the overheads these roles impose … they used 
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“why are we only hearing about + *%&.7”D@RP< .$") -<
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/$*)E
“we have much less- *  # +0 %+&+ $'+*,+,)'#%*. ##-&%,*”
D
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“sometimes it’s+*,++#6,+t that warns you of important things”D
@OW@
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“sometimes I feel like there is no air anymore … we miss what’s going on”
D@@RP<+-*"-(( -<*)./-0/$*)E
“the*+),+,)(Construction’s)isn’t working … the people in the rol)
%&+*" ##%&,5Every other group has to interact with them, you can’t 
just fence them off”D@@RP<()" -<9E
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“what we did worked …it worked really well”D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“the teams delivered to their specifications”D<*)./-0/$*)E
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“the product groups are under a lot of pressure to grow revenue … they need 
systems delivered quickly” D
@QR<()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0.$) ..0)$/+ *+' E&)&)+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)*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“we’ve worked closely for year*D2$/#+ *+' E3.e’re friends I suppose … 
they’dcontact us wanting favours … sometimes you do it, even though you 
shouldn’t”D
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“they want it for the company and don’t see why+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obstacles … their heart’s in the right place”D
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“this crap happens all the time, we’re trying to weed it out”D
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“you remember what it is like …  when you used+&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“you agreed this makes no sense… it’s a good product … good for business”
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Ensuing discussions between members of the IS team would move from “we 
have to” to “we can’t”, backwards and forwards between these two polarities?
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“he’s a mate”DE
“I know … but we can’t do that work … it’s not approved, we don’t have the 
. #)&&$+&& +anyway”DE
“he’s a mate, he’s in a spot .5. they made a mistake … we should help”D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“I can see that … I’d like to help, I can see it is bad … but we can’t … imagine 
the fallout if we did”DE
“I think we have to”D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“yeah, but we are NOT going to5He will have to go back to the BUIG”DE
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The CBAA MD’s D
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“I reorganised the department and management reporting to get out of the 
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department”
“the balance was all wrong, +&&$%0')&#$*. ++&&$%0'&'#
putting out the fires and nobody free to make sure they didn’t happen in the 
future … it was a recipe for disaster, completely unsustainable”
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“they don’t trust that we c%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around”D
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“no one knows if it’*)&"%&)  +’s!ust the teething from the last … A6C
months ago”D
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“we just start making the new relationships and structure work …0&,"%&.3
we’ve adjusted to the new connection*… you can see it coming out fine and 
+%+0&%change it all over again”D
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“they get scared, I don’t think they really know what we do here anymore …  
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reorg … it’s a revolving door now”D
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“we see it starting to work and get traction, then they change again … it’s 
impossible, I’m always expecting another … it’s confronting, always living 
with that much uncertainty”D
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“somebody has to be seen to take the blame for the failures to improve … it’s 
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A manager who oversaw all planning and progress activity for CBAA’s Construction 
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“I think twelve BIs will not deliver as required … three of them will be 
dropped to a later release …+ *. ##)##0' **6&+,* %**3&%&+$
they are expecting huge revenues from … they’re about to start training 
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+ )*E?, thousands of staff … and they’ve &&"$ ## &%* %-)+ * %
&)+#,%5They haven’t got a clue yet it won’t get there”
“another nine or ten will get deployed, but some will be so reduced in scope 
+0.&%’t do anything of use … the others will work but will need manual 
.&)")&,%s … no idea of the cost of those, but it’ll be high”
“these problems will stymie work commenced or planned for the next three 
releases at least … there’ll be a lot of very pissed people in the business in the 
next couple of months as it all becomes clear”
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“we have a very healthy success rate IS development … only 25% of work has quality 
problems that have any impact on the business”D
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Had his claim been correct, TPT’s IS departments would have been outperforming the 
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“the software releases a)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*%&additional staff were employed”
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S development work”
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be very upset about this because ‘it is unfair’ and because he was very well liked and 
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“the GMD was incandescent with rage, it might have been better if only he 
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DE ) $D*#)E… on the spot5I don’t think it will happen but it 
must have been crazy”D()" -OE
“were you there?”D- . -# -E
“no, but close colleagues were, they were shocked and furiou*5+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/+.*<>C==5That is over 300 million dollars a year over budget. … no 
one knew, no one even expected it was anything like this” D()" -OE
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“we knew we had anomalies and were over budget. But not that much, not 
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)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“well I manage the department, so of all people I should know how 
communications are meant to go … so I’ll tell you what I think … what I 
expect …”D@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“you know we don’t really like architects or analysts much, but you seem 
okay … I’ve been listening to you, you seem like you get what goes on in 
systems … the analysts we get to work with are hopeless … name1, name2” 
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@OON< .$")E
“we work pretty similarly … I’ve never had problems with their work” D@
@OON<9E
“no they’re not, they don’t know what they’re doing most of the time … they 
get in the way with ridiculous demands” D@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“that surprises me” D@@OON<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“I’d never thought there was anybody worthwhile in requirements” D@
@OON<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“programming has always seemed so arrogant and disinterested, you’re not 
like that”D@@OON<9E
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“what they D ,0$- ( )/.Ewanted made no sense to us … but I can see that 
now, I’d want it clearly stated on paper too if I was doing that”D@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“it would be helpful for me to know more about what your teams do and 
why … but it should be happening for many more staff than us”D@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“probably everyone has the wrong idea about a lot of things, we all need 
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kinds of discussions”D@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“training’d be no good, people go to sleep in training … this kind of 
discussion would be good, it has been”D@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+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